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Abstract
The scope of this review article is to discuss the locality of occupied and virtual
orthogonal Hartree–Fock orbitals generated by localization function optimization. Locality is discussed from the stand that an orbital is local if it is confined to a small
region in space. Focusing on locality measures that reflects the spatial extent of the
bulk of an orbital and the thickness of orbital tails, we discuss, with numerical illustrations, how the locality may be reported for individual orbitals as well as for sets of
orbitals. Traditional and more recent orbital localization functions are reviewed, and
the locality measures are used to compare the locality of the orbitals generated by the
different localization functions, both for occupied and virtual orbitals. Numerical illustrations are given also for large molecular systems and for cases where diffuse functions
are included in the atomic orbital basis. In addition, we have included a discussion on
the physical and mathematical limitations on orbital locality.
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1

Introduction

Local occupied molecular orbitals (MOs) were introduced into quantum chemistry in 1949
by Lennard-Jones, Pople and Hall, 1–5 and since then a vast number of methods to generate
local orbitals have been developed. 6–40 The motivation for generating local orbitals is both
conceptual and computational. The occupied mlecular orbitals describe the electron density,
and the locality of the occupied orbitals therefore is intimately connected with the electronic
structure of a molecular system. From a conceptual point of view, local occupied orbitals
therefore offer the possibility to describe and analyze molecular structures and bondings in
terms of chemically intuitive local orbitals. 41–49 The local virtual orbitals offer less physical
insight with respect to the description of the electronic structure of a molecular system.
However, a local virtual orbital space is essential for developing so-called local correlation
methods where the local nature of electron correlation effects is exploited by expressing the
correlated wave function in a basis of local orbitals. Local correlation methods date back to
the 1960s, 50–52 and they have grown increasingly popular. In local correlation methods, the
occupied Hartree–Fock orbital space is spanned by a set of localized Hartree–Fock orbitals
and the virtual Hartree–Fock orbital space is usually spanned by a set of projected atomic
orbitals (PAOs), 53–56 pair natural orbitals 57–59 or orbital-specific virtuals. 60,61 More recently,
the virtual Hartree–Fock orbital space has also been spanned by a set of localized virtual
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Hartree–Fock orbitals. 62,63 Local correlation methods have predominantly been developed
for the treatment of dynamical correlation 53–55,58,60,60,62–81 (in particular for coupled cluster
methods), but have also found some use for the treatment of static correlation using multireference approaches. 82–86 An overview of local correlation methods is given by Beran and
Hirata, 87 and an overview of the developments in local coupled cluster methods for properties
is given by Crawford. 88
Localization functions
Local orbitals may be generated by exploiting the invariance of the Hartree–Fock wave
function with respect to orthogonal transformations among the occupied and among the
virtual orbitals. The most popular and successful approaches for orbital localization are
based on iterative schemes where orthogonal transformations are used to optimize an orbital
localization function. Three orbital localization functions have been exceedingly popular and
widely used for localizing the occupied orbital space. These are the localization functions
of Boys (as modified by Edmiston and Ruedenberg), 6–8 Edmiston and Ruedenberg, 8,9 and
Pipek and Mezey. 15 The Boys localization minimizes the sum of the orbitals’ second central
moments, the Pipek-Mezey localization scheme minimizes the number of atomic centers over
which an orbital extends, and the Edmiston-Rudenberg localization function maximizes the
sum of orbital self-repulsion energies. Recently, more advanced localization functions have
been developed, where the focus has been on increasing the bulk locality of the least local
orbitals and on reducing the thickness of the orbital tails. Jansík et al. 32 imposed a penalty
on orbitals with a large second central moment by introducing powers in the Boys localization
function (powers of the second central moments) to improve bulk locality. Høyvik et al. 34
suggested to use powers of the orbitals’ fourth central moments to reduce the thickness of
orbital tails. Powers of the Pipek-Mezey localization function were reported by Lehtola et
al., 89 but in contrast to the case for the Boys localization function, powers of the Pipek-Mezey
localization function were not seen to give locality improvements.
4

Spatial locality of orbitals and sets of orbitals
The spatial locality of orbitals is critical for the efficiency of local correlation methods.
This raises the question how to measure if an orbital or a set of orbitals is local. In the
early years of orbital localization, an orbital or a set of orbitals were classified as local if
the orbitals were obtained from a minimization of a localization function. However, more
objective measures which more directly reflects the spatial extent of an orbital have to be
used. Many different measures have been introduced, ranging from general measures such
as the second 14,24,30,32,90,91 and fourth 34 moment orbital spreads, charge populations, 18,92,93
and MO coefficient sparsity, 12,29,31 to more specific measures directly related to a particular
localization scheme 36 and to a purely visual presentation. 89,94 We will discuss orbital locality
in a context where an orbital is local if it is confined to a small volume in space. Hence,
we focus on measures of locality that directly reflect the spatial extent of an orbital. To
obtain a complete picture of the spatial extent of an orbital, knowledge is required both of
the confinement of the bulk of the orbital and of the thickness of the orbital tails. Inspired
by probability theory and statistics where second and fourth central moments are used for
describing distributions, 95 we will use the second and fourth moment orbital spreads as
measures for characterizing the bulk and tail of an orbital. Further, for a lucid discussion
on whether an orbital with a certain spatial extent is local or not, a reference point is
needed. A natural reference point for the locality of MOs, are the AOs from which the MOs
are constructed. To characterize the locality of a set of occupied or virtual Hartree–Fock
orbitals we will discuss the use of average and maximum orbital spreads to distinguish sets
where orbitals on average are local from sets in which all orbitals in the set are local. The
locality characterization tools we use are completely general and may be applied to any set
of orbitals. This enables a comparison of orbital locality for orbitals generated by different
localization functions, as well as a comparison with AOs and PAOs.
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Localizability of Hartree–Fock orbitals
When discussing the locality of orthogonal Hartree–Fock orbitals, one must also consider the
limitations that may exist on the orbitals’ localizability. Since the occupied orbitals must be
able to describe the electron density, the localizability will be dependent on the locality of
the electron density as discussed by e.g., Millie et al., 96 Daudel et al., 97 and Malrieu et al. 98
In general terms, the localizability of a set of occupied and virtual orbitals will depend on the
physical constraint that is imposed on the orbital basis by the Hartree–Fock optimization
condition, i.e., the separation into an occupied and a virtual orbital space. Further, the
localizability is limited by the mathematical constraint that is imposed by requiring that the
orbitals are orthogonal. The implications of the two constraints on the orbital locality has
been discussed by Høyvik et al. 99
Localization function optimization
To optimize localization functions, Edmiston and Ruedenberg proposed in 1963 8 to perform
a sequence of pairwise rotations. This approach, the Jacobi sweeps of iterations, has since
become the standard approach for optimizing localization functions. The Jacobi sweeps
work well for the occupied orbital space where convergence may be obtained in a relatively
straightforward manner. The success of the Jacobi sweeps for the occupied orbital space may
be connected to the fact that most localization functions have simple hypersurfaces with well
isolated and strong minima for the occupied orbital space. 24 In contrast, Jacobi sweeps of
iterations have failed to generate local virtual orbitals for all but simple molecules in small
bases.
Since 1963, a large number of optimization algorithms and schemes have been suggested
for optimizing localization functions. In a broad sense, these can be divided into two classes,
i) first order methods which only require that the gradient of the localization function can
be calculated, and ii) second order methods where information about both the gradient and
the Hessian is used. Minimizations where gradient information is used may be expected to
6

perform better than the Jacobi sweeps, and numerous gradient based methods have been
suggested. 100–103 However, none of these methods have been found to represent significant
improvements over Jacobi sweeps and they have failed when applied to localize virtual orbitals. The major problem when applying first order methods for localizing virtual orbitals
is that the localization functions, for all starting guesses of orbitals that are available, have
a large number of negative Hessian eigenvalues and the gradient therefore cannot correctly
predict in which direction to move when a minimization is carried out. Leonard et al. 104
proposed to use a Newton-Raphson like method, either alone or in combination with a firstorder method. The Newton-Rapshon method is quadratically convergent, but if the Hessian
for the starting guess of orbitals is not positive-definite, this approach will not converge.
Quasi-Newton methods such as the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno algorithm have also
been used for orbital localization, 31,105 but these methods suffer from the same problems as
the Newton method. A general conclusion to the aforementioned optimization algorithms
is that they are able to localize the orbitals of the occupied space, but fail to localize the
orbitals of the virtual space due to the large negative Hessian eigenvalues that occur in the
initial iterations of an orbital localization.
Recently it was shown that the optimization of localization functions for both occupied and virtual Hartree–Fock orbitals may straightforwardly be performed by using the
trust-region method. 106 The basic idea in the trust-region method is to determine a second
order Taylor expansion of the localization function and identify a region—the so-called trust
region—where the second order Taylor expansion approximate well the localization function.
The minimum of the localization function is then determined by performing a sequence of
iterations. In each iteration the minimum of the trust region is idenitified by solving a set of
level-shifted Newton equations. For each iteration the step to the minimum at the boundary of the trust-region ensures that we are moving downhill. When solving the level-shifted
Newton equations, explicit computation and storage of the Hessian is avoided by solving
the equations using iterative algorithms 107 where only linear transformations of the Hessian
7

on trial vectors are required. The trust-region method was introduced by Fletcher 106 and
was adapted by Høyvik and Jørgensen to include a line search step to make it an efficient
and reliable algorithm for optimizing localization functions for both the occupied and the
virtual orbitals, for large molecular systems containing diffuse basis functions, 108 and also
when large negative Hessian eigenvalues are encountered in the initial iterations. 109
Generation of localized orbitals: the top-down and the bottom-up localization
strategy
The most common approach for obtaining a set of localized orbitals is to start out performing
a Hartree–Fock optimization to obtain a set of occupied and virtual Hartree–Fock orbitals
and then perform a localization of these orbitals using one of the localization functions
discussed previously. Such a strategy for generating a set of local orbitals is denoted a topdown strategy 37–39 emphasizing that the Hartree–Fock optimization step (the top step) is
followed by an orbital localization step (the down step). The generation of local orbitals
using the top-down strategy will be discussed later.
The top-down strategy should be contrasted to the bottom-up strategy where a local
basis is initially generated, that span the basis of the full molecular calculation, and contains
a subset of basis functions that approximate well the occupied set of Hartree–Fock orbitals.
For this local basis the smallest transformation matrix that transform the orbitals from the
local basis to a set of Hartree–Fock orbitals is determined. The smallest transformation
matrix may be obtained using the least-change algorithm. 111 In the bottom-up strategy
the local set of Hartree–Fock orbitals is obtained without recourse to orbital localization
functions.
The bottom-up strategy has been used by Liu and co-workers 37,38 where the initial local
basis is generated by using a fragment in a molecule approach. In this approach a fragmentation of the molecule is performed and the initial local basis is generated from the orbitals
of the individual molecular fragments. Ziolkowski et al. 30 have also used the bottom-up
8

approach, where the least-change algorithm is used both at the valence and the full molecular basis level. Zhang and Li have also used the least-change approach in their sequential
transformation strategy to obtain regionally localized molecular orbitals. 39
The locality of orbitals generated from bottom-up approaches is seen to be similar to
that obtained using the traditional Boys and Pipek-Mezey localization functions. 30,37–39 In
this review we restrict ourselves to consider only how local orbitals may be generated when
orbital localization functions (top-down strategies) are used.
Starting orbitals using a top-down orbital localization strategy
When a top-down localization strategy is used, a set of starting orbitals is needed. Canonical
molecular orbitals (CMOs) obtained from diagonalizing the Fock matrix may be used. However, the CMOs are completely delocalized across the molecular system, and even though
the trust-region method will converge starting from such orbitals, it is computationally more
efficient to start out with a set orbitals that have some spatial locality. Several schemes which
may generate a set of semi-local orbitals (as compared to the locality of the AOs) without
optimizing a localization function have been proposed. Schemes for generating starting orbitals should be computationally inexpensive and generate starting orbitals of good locality.
Aquilante et al. 28 exploited the locality of the density matrix to generate local orbitals by
Cholesky decomposing the density. Cholesky orbitals are computed in a non-iterative manner, but it relies on the ordering of the AOs. The Cholesky orbitals were used by Guo et
al. 110 to generate Boys localized orbitals. Høyvik et al. used the bottom-up strategy of
Ziolkowski et al. with an explicit localization of the valence basis to generate sets of local
starting orbitals. In this way the occupied starting orbitals are well localized and similar to
the ones of the local full molecular basis orbitals. Liu and co-workers have also shown how
their bottom-up orbitals may be used as starting orbitals for further localization. 37,38
For local correlation and frozen core calculations, the core and valence space localizations
should be performed separately to avoid a mixing of the core and valence orbitals. Høyvik
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et al. have generalized the approach of Ziolkowski et al. to include a separation of the core
and valence orbital spaces. 112 It should be noted that the core and valence space have to be
treated separately if a least-change approach is used, otherwise, an extensive mixing of the
core and valence spaces will occur. 112
Scope and outline
The scope of this review is to discuss the locality of occupied and virtual Hartree–Fock
orbitals generated by both traditional and more recent localization functions. Locality will
be discussed from the stand that an orbital is local if it is confined to a small region in
space. We have organized the article as follows. In Section 2 we discuss how to characterize
orbital locality, by focusing on locality measures that directly reflects the spatial extent of
an orbital, such as second and fourth moment orbital spread measures. In Section 3, the
traditional orbital localization functions (the Boys, Pipek-Mezey and Edmiston-Ruedenberg
localization functions) are described, together with more recent developments such as powers
of the second and fourth central moments. In Section 4 we provide numerical examples of
the locality measures and discuss how to report the locality for individual orbitals and for
sets of orbitals. In Section 5 we discuss the limitation that is imposed on the locality by
the Hartree–Fock optimization condition and the constraints imposed by having a set of
orthogonal orbitals. Equipped with locality measures and reference points, we discuss in
Section 6 the locality that is obtained for individual orbitals. In particular, we compare bulk
size and tail thickness for orbitals that are localized using various localization functions. In
Section 7, the locality for orbital sets is discussed. In Section 8 the locality of charge density
distributions is discussed, and finally, in Section 9, we give a summary of the topics treated
in this article.
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2

Characterizing orbital locality

We will now discuss how to characterize the spatial locality of an orbital. To obtain a
complete picture of the spatial locality, the spatial confinement of the bulk of the orbital and
the orbital tails must be known. We therefore discuss measures to characterize both the size
of the bulk and the tail. Further, as a reference point for orbital locality we use the locality
of the AOs since they are the building blocks of the MOs.

2.1

Second moment orbital spread

A widely used orbital locality measure is the square root of the orbital’s second central
moment, 14,24,30,32,90,91,113 commonly referred to as the orbital spread. The second central
moment (the variance) of an orbital φp , |p , in one dimension is defined as,
µp2 = hp|(x̂ − hp|x̂|pi)2 |pi
where hp|p

(1)

= 1, and x̄p = hp|x̂|p is the average position of the orbital. The second

central moment is thus defined in terms of an integration over the orbital density distribution
function
ωp (x) = φp (x)φp (x)

(2)

and the second moment weight function (x − x̄p )2 . A local orbital has a small second central
moment, since the bulk of the density distribution function is located close to its average
position. The orbital spread, σ2p , given by
σ2p =

p p
µ2

(3)

is a measure which characterizes how much the orbital density on average deviates from the
orbital’s mean position. We term the orbital spread in eq (3) the second moment orbital
spread.
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It is useful to connect second moment orbital spreads to normal distribution functions,
which for orbital φp (x) with the second moment orbital spread σ2p , is given as
N (x, σ2p )



1
(x − x̄)2
= p √ exp −
2(σ2p )2
σ2 2π

(4)

The normal distributions generated from a second moment spread may be used as a tool to
visualize bulk extents (this will be done in Section 6).

2.2

Fourth moment orbital spread

The second moment orbital spread (eq (3)) describes where the bulk of the orbital is located.
However, a small second moment orbital spread may be obtained because of an acute peak
and a thick tail or because of a broad peak and a thin tail. To introduce a measure which
puts more weight on the tail region than does the second moment orbital spread, we consider
the fourth central moment, 95
µp4 = hp|(x̂ − hp|x̂|pi)4 |pi

(5)

which contains an integration over the orbital distribution function and a fourth moment
weight function. In Figure 1, the relationship between the second and fourth moment weight
functions, (x − x̄p )2 (full bold line) and (x − x̄p )4 (dashed line), is illustrated. From Figure 1
it is clear that the fourth moment weight function is smaller than the second moment weight
function in the region |x − x̄p | < 1 while it is larger than the second moment weight function
in the region |x − x̄p | > 1. The difference between the two weight functions further increases
when the size of |x − x̄p | increases. An integration where the orbital distribution function is
multiplied with a fourth moment weight function (the fourth central moment, eq (5)) will
therefore put more weight on the tail region than an integration that uses a second moment
weight function. If the second central moment is viewed as targeting the bulk of the orbital,
the difference between the fourth and second central moment may be viewed as targeting
12

the tail region. Hence, we introduce the fourth moment orbital spread
σ4p =

p
4
µp4

(6)

as a complementary measure to the second moment orbital spread σ2p , where more emphasis
is put on the tail decay.

2.3

Tail spread

In statistics, the kurtosis of a distribution is given by
βp4

(σ4p )4
= p 4
(σ2 )

(7)

and it is used as a measure of the tail thickness of distributions, 114,115 since a larger kurtosis
means more of the second central moment is a result of few large deviations, in contrast
to many small deviations. For orbital locality we introduce the tail spread, defined as the
fourth root of the kurtosis
σ4p
βp = p
σ2

(8)

as a measure of tail thickness. If βp ≈ 1 the fourth moment weighting of the orbital distribution function exhibits little difference compared to a second moment weighting. This
indicates that the orbital tails are small, since the second and fourth moment weight functions differ most in the tail region (see Figure 1). Contrary, if βp > 1 a significant amount of
orbital distribution function is in the tail region. Illustrations of distribution functions with
βp ≈ 1 (red line) and βp > 1 (thick, black line) are also plotted in Figure 1. The red curve
quickly decays towards zero away from its central position, while the black curve exhibits
thick tails. The second and fourth moment weight functions are also displayed in Figure 1
to illustrate the increased weight put on tail regions by the fourth moment weight function.
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Figure 1: Illustrations of distribution functions where the distribution with βp ≈ 1 (red line)
shows a faster tail decay than the distribution with βp > 1 (thick, black line). The second
(thin, black line) and fourth moment (thin, dashed line) weight functions are also plotted,
to show the increased weight that is imposed on the tail region by the fourth moment weight
function compared to the second moment weight function.

2.4

Reference point—the atomic orbitals

To judge whether an occupied or virtual Hartree–Fock orbital is local, its locality should
be compared to the locality of the atomic basis functions that are used for constructing the
orbital. To illustrate the locality of the atomic basis functions we have in Table 1 reported
the orbital spreads, σ2 and σ4 , and tail spread, β, for the least local atomic basis functions of
Dunning’s augmented and non-augmented bases for cardinal numbers D,T, and Q 116–118 for
the carbon and sulfur atoms. For an illustration we have in Figures 2 and 3 plotted the least
local atomic basis function for the carbon atom in the cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVTZ bases,
respectively. From Table 1 we see that the least local AOs for carbon and sulfur have similar
orbital spread values. The orbital spreads are between 3.0 and 4.0 a.u. for non-augmented
basis and between 5.5 a.u. and 6.5 a.u. for the augmented basis, increasing slightly with
an increasing cardinal number. The most diffuse atomic basis functions consist of primitive
Gaussian functions and have vanishing tails as measured in terms of the tail spread.
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Figure 2: The most diffuse p-function for a carbon atom for the cc-pVTZ basis set (σ2 = 3.2
a.u., σ4 = 3.5 a.u., and β = 1.1) plotted using contour = 0.03 (left) and contour= 0.003
(right).

Figure 3: The most diffuse p-function for a carbon atom for the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set
(σ2 = 5.9 a.u., σ4 = 6.4 a.u., and β = 1.1) plotted using contour = 0.03 (left) and contour=
0.003 (right).
To obtain the density distribution function of the AO in one dimension, we have integrated
out the x- and y-components of the orbital density to get the distribution along the z-axis
Z Z
ωp (z) =

φp (x, y, z)φp (x, y, z)dxdy

(9)

In Figure 4 we have plotted the density distribution function along the z-axis for the pfunctions plotted in Figures 2 and 3. The figure illustrates the large spatial extent (large σ2 )
of both AOs, but in particular the one for the aug-cc-pVTZ basis, and the rapid tail decay
beyond the bulk (small β).
When discussing the sizes of σ2p , σ4p and βp for a Hartree–Fock orbital, φp , we use the
values for the atomic basis functions as reference point. The ultimate goal is to obtain sets
of orbitals where the σ2p values are of comparable size with those of the AO basis functions.
However, obtaining a tail spread as low for the Hartree–Fock orbitals as for the atomic
orbitals is not possible due to the constraints of the Hartree–Fock orbitals, which will be
15
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Figure 4: The density distribution function of the most diffuse p-function for a carbon atom
for the cc-pVTZ basis set (red) and the most diffuse p-function for a carbon atom in an
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set (black) plotted on a regular scale (top) and a log-scale (bottom). The
z-axis scale is chosen to make a discussion in Section 6 more transparent.
discussed in Section 5.
Table 1: σ2 (a.u.), σ4 (a.u.), and β for the least local AOs of carbon and sulfur for different
basis sets.
basis
σ2
cc-pVDZ
2.9
cc-pVTZ
3.2
cc-pVQZ
3.5
aug-cc-pVDZ 5.6
aug-cc-pVTZ 5.9

2.5

carbon
σ4
β
3.1 1.07
3.5 1.09
3.8 1.09
6.1 1.09
6.4 1.08

σ2
3.0
3.4
3.7
5.6
6.0

sulfur
σ4
β
3.2 1.07
3.7 1.09
4.1 1.11
6.1 1.09
6.5 1.08

Reference point–the projected atomic orbitals

When a set of local orbitals that span the virtual Hartree–Fock space is needed, projected
atomic orbitals (PAOs) have often been used. 53–56 The PAOs are generated by projecting
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the occupied orbital space out of the AO basis
|µP = (1 −

X

|i i|)|µ

(10)

i

where |i denote an occupied Hartree–Fock orbital. The occupied Hartree–Fock orbitals are
a linear combination of the atomic orbitals

|i =

X

|µ Cµi

(11)

µ

where Cµi are the MO coefficents satisfying

i|j =

X

Cµi Sµν Cνj = δij

(12)

µν

where
Sµν = µ|ν

(13)

is the AO overlap. The PAOs are thus a redundant set of non-orthogonal orbitals spanning
the space of the virtual orbitals. Inserting eq (11) in eq (10) we obtain
|µP = |µ −

X

|ν Dνρ Sρµ

(14)

νρ

where the PAO is expressed in terms of the AO overlap matrix and the Hartree–Fock density
matrix in the AO basis
Dµν =

X

Cµi Cνi

(15)

i

From eq (14) we see that a PAO (|µP ) is an AO (|µ ) with a correction that depends on
the density matrix elements through the AO overlap matrix. Hence, |µP will only be local
if the Hartree–Fock density matrix is local, whereas the PAOs will have a poor locality for
systems with a non-local density matrix. Since the PAOs depend on the density matrix and
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thus on the individual molecular system, the discussion about the locality of the PAOs will
be deferred to our discussion about the locality of a set of virtual Hartree–Fock orbitals.

3

Orbital localization functions

In this section we describe the most commonly used localization functions such as the Pipek–
Mezey, Boys, and Edmiston–Ruedenberg schemes, together with recently introduced localization functions based on minimizing powers of the orbitals’ second and fourth central
moments.

3.1

The Pipek–Mezey localization function

Pipek and Mezey introduced a localization function 15 that measures the number of atomic
centers over which a molecular orbital extends. 92 The Pipek–Mezey localization function is
a sum of the squared Mulliken charges for a set of N orthonormal occupied or virtual HF
orbitals {|pi}, and is given by
ξPM

N X
X
2
=
(QA
pp )
p=1

(16)

A

The sum over A runs over atomic centers in the molecule, and QA
pp is the population of
orbital |pi on atomic center A. QA
pp is defined as
QA
pp =

X

(17)

hp|P̂µ |pi

µ∈A

where the projector P̂µ in Mulliken orbital population frame 119 is given as,
1
P̂µM = (|b µ µ| + |µ
2
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b

µ|)

(18)

where the functions {|b µ } are bi-orthonormal to the atomic basis functions {|µ },

b

µ|ν =

δµν , and are given by
|b µ =

X

|ν (S−1 )νµ

(19)

ν

where S is the AO overlap matrix in eq (13). The function, ξPM , is maximized to obtain a
set of local molecular orbitals.
The Mulliken population analysis suffers from some unphysical behavior since the individual Mulliken charges may have occupation numbers greater than 1 or less than 0. This
unphysical behavior is due to the fact that in a Mulliken population analysis, overlap populations occur since the AO basis is not orthogonal, and the overlap population is divided
equally between the atomic centers ignoring that different types of atoms have different electronegativity. The unphysical behavior increases when the AO basis set increases in size, 120
and a more thorough discussion on the unphysical behavior is given by Mulliken. 121
The Pipek–Mezey localization function may also be defined in terms of a Löwdin population 122 where the projector P̂µ in eq (17) is given as
(20)

P̂µL = |µ̄ µ̄|
with
|µ̄ =

X

1

|ν (S− 2 )νµ

(21)

ν

When the Löwdin population scheme is used, overlap populations does not occur since the
AO basis in eq (21) has been orthogonalized. The population of orbital |pi on center A in
eq (17) is therefore always between 0 and 1 for P̂µL of eq (20). For both Löwdin and Mulliken population analysis the populations of eq (17) are basis set dependent, although less
so for the Löwdin populations than the Mulliken populations. 123 A discussion of basis set
dependence of Mulliken population is given by e.g., Kern et al. 124 and Politzer et al. 125 The
locality of the Pipek–Mezey occupied and virtual orbitals have been investigated using both
the Mulliken and Löwdin populations. 35 The occupied orbitals were similar for both popu19

lation analysis, and the locality of the localized orbitals showed little basis set dependence.
The locality of the Pipek–Mezey localized orbitals decrease with an increasing delocalization of the Hartree–Fock density matrix. 99 For the virtual orbitals the Löwdin populations
based Pipek–Mezey localization was shown to be less basis set dependent than the Mulliken
population based counterpart. 35 Here, we will therefore only consider the Pipek–Mezey localization implemented using the Löwdin populations. For a thorough discussion on the use
of various partial charge estimates in the Pipek-Mezey localization function, we refer to the
article by Lehtola et al. 89 and references therein.

3.2

The Edmiston–Ruedenberg localization function

Edmiston and Ruedenberg introduced a localization scheme which maximizes the sum of
orbital self-repulsion energies

ξER =

X
1
hpp| |ppi
r12
p

(22)

where
1
hpp| |ppi =
r12

Z Z
φp (r 1 )φp (r 2 )

1
φp (r 1 )φp (r 2 )dr 1 dr 2
r12

(23)

The ξER orbitals have been used in different theoretical investigations, 41–46 as well as in a more
fundamental analysis of the origin of molecular bonding. 126 The Edmiston-Ruedenberg has
a fifth order compuational scaling compared to a third order scaling for the Boys and PipekMezey schemes, and has—despite a reduction to asymptotically third order scaling 23,27 —
been used less extensively and we will not consider the Edmiston–Ruedenberg localization
function further.
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3.3

The Boys localization function

The Boys localization 6–8 is based on minimizing the sum of the orbitals’ second central
moment
X
X p
hp|(r̂ − hp|r̂|pi)2 |pi =
µ2

ξ1SM =

p

(24)

p

where µp2 in eq (1) has been extended to three dimensions. The localization function in eq
(24) is known as the Boys–Foster or Boys localization function, but it is a small modification
of the original Boys localization function. The modification was proposed by Edmiston
and Ruedenberg, 8 by replacing the

1
r12

operator in pp| r112 |pp of eq (23) by the (r 1 − r 2 )2

operator, followed by a minimization.
X

pp|(r1 − r2 )2 |pp =

X

p

( p|r2 |p p|p + p|p p|r2 |p − 2 p|r|p p|r|p )

p

=2

(25)

X

2

p|(r − p|r|p ) |p

p

The set of orbitals obtained from minimizing eq (24) is a set in which the orbitals on average
are local. However, we note that a good average locality may be obtained for a set of orbitals
even if outliers are present (see Section 4.2). The Boys localization function has been widely
used in chemistry 127–134 and is also used in solid state theory for the localization of Wannier
functions, for which we refer to the review by Marzari and Vanderbilt 113 and references
therein.

3.4

Powers of the second central moment

To produce a set of orbitals where outliers have a less prominent role than in a Boys localization, Jansík et al. 32 imposed a penalty for orbitals with a large second central moment by
minimizing powers of the second central moment rather than just the second central moment
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itself
SM
ξm
=

X

(µp2 )m

(26)

p

where µp2 is defined by eq (24) and m is a positive integer. Increasing the power m increases
the penalty on orbitals with large µp2 values, since powers of µp2 affect the function value more
severely than µp2 itself. Recall that m = 1 yields the Boys localization function. Jansík et
al. have shown 32 that it is important to use a power m = 2, but that increasing the power
beyond m = 2 does not have any significant effect on the locality of the orbital set. We
will for that reason only report ξ2SM localization results. Recently, Liu et al. 38 have used
powers less than one for the Boys localization function and concluded that powers less than
one give better locality than powers greater than one. However, they did not separate the
localization of the core orbitals from the localization of valence orbitals in the least-change
procedure, and thereby introduced an extensive mixing of the core and the valence orbitals.
For this reason, the obtained orbitals cannot be used in frozen core calculations and in local
correlation methods, 112 and we will not consider these orbitals.

3.5

Powers of the fourth central moment

The second central moment weight function targets the bulk of the orbital (see Section 2).
However, for local orbitals it is also important to have a rapid tail decay. Following the
argumentation for using the fourth moment weight function to increase the weighting of the
tails, see Section 2.2, the fourth central moment may be used as a localization function to
obtain orbitals with rapidly decaying tails. 34 Extending eq (5) to three dimensions, we write
the fourth central moment as,

µp4 = hp|(r̂ − hp|r̂|pi)4 |pi
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(27)

As was the case for the second central moment outliers may be removed using powers in the
localization function,
FM
ξm
=

X p
(µ4 )m

(28)

p

where the positive integer m imposes a penalty for outliers. As for powers of the second central moment localization function, a power two is sufficient to remove outliers for the fourth
moment localization function, 34 and results will only be reported for the ξ2FM localization
function.

4

Exemplifying orbital locality measures

In this subsection, we give some specific examples of Hartree–Fock orbitals for alanine(20)
(an α-helix consisting of 20 alanine residues, C60 N20 O21 H102 ) in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis, to
illustrate the locality measures introduced in Section 2. The discussion is separated into
describing the locality of an individual orbital and describing the locality of a set of orbitals.

4.1

Locality of individual orbitals

The locality of an individual orbital may be understood in terms of a pictorial contour
representation or in terms of the locality measures σ2 , σ4 , and β. To illustrate the relationship
between the pictorial and the numerical locality measures, we consider a canonical molecular
orbital (CMO), a Boys localized orbital (ξ1SM ), and a fourth moment localized orbital (ξ2FM ).
The ξ1SM and ξ2FM localization functions was described in Section 3.
The CMO plotted in Figure 5 has σ2 = 24.8 a.u., σ4 = 26.8 a.u., and β = 1.1. Both
the σ2 value and the plot emphasize that the orbital is non-local. The σ4 and β values are
of little interest for non-local orbitals where the orbital stretches across the entire molecular
system.
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Figure 5: A canonical MO with σ2 = 24.8 a.u. for alanine(20) in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis,
plotted for contour=0.03 (left) and contour = 0.003 (right), as an illustration of a non-local
orbital.
Next, we consider a ξ2FM virtual orbital (φFM2 ) and a ξ1SM virtual orbital (φSM1 ) where
both orbitals have the same second moment spreads, σ2 = σ2FM2 = σ2SM1 = 4.1 a.u., but the
orbitals’ fourth moment spreads differ (σ4FM2 = 5.3 a.u., βFM2 = 1.3 versus σ4SM1 = 7.0 a.u.,
βSM1 = 1.6). φFM2 and φSM1 are plotted using contour=0.03 and contour=0.003, in Figures 6
and 7, respectively. From Figures 6 and 7, left (contour=0.03) there is no apparent difference
between the two orbitals in terms of spatial extent. In contrast, if we look at Figures 6 and
7, right (contour=0.003) the orbital in Figure 7 clearly has a larger spatial extent than the
orbital in Figure 6. σ2 is not able to detect this difference in spatial extent, but the difference
is reflected by the different σ4 values. For orbitals with the same σ2 comparing their σ4 values
will thus give information about the tail decay of the orbitals relative to each other. For
orbitals where there is some difference in the σ2 values, β serves as a normalized measure
making it possible to compare tail decay of orbitals with different σ2 values.

Figure 6: A ξ2FM orbital with σ2 = 4.1 a.u., and σ4 = 5.3 a.u (β = 1.3) for alanine(20) in
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis plotted on contour=0.03 (left) and contour=0.003 (right).
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Figure 7: A ξ1SM orbital with σ2 = 4.1 a.u., and σ4 = 7.0 a.u (β=1.6) for alanine(20) in an
aug-cc-pVTZ basis plotted on contour=0.03 (left) and contour=0.003 (right).

4.2

Locality of a set of orbitals

When localizing Hartree–Fock orbitals, we are concerned with the locality of all the orbitals
in the set. Orbital set locality may be characterized in different ways. We may report the
average locality of the orbital set in terms of
σ2avg

N
1 X p
σ
=
N p=1 2

(29)

σ4avg

N
1 X p
σ
=
N p=1 4

(30)

where N is the number of orbitals in the set. The measures in eqs (29) and (30) give an
indication on whether the set as a whole is local or not. Large σ2avg and σ4avg values thus means
that the set is not local. Contrary, if the σ2avg and σ4avg values are small, the set as a whole
is not necessarily local. A good average locality may hide that a single or several orbitals
are considerably less local than the set on average. Orbitals, φp (r), for which σ2p  σ2avg and
σ4p  σ4avg are termed outliers. A better characterization of the locality of the orbital set is
therefore to report the locality of the least local orbital in the set ("the weakest link"). This
may be done by using maximum values, i.e., report the largest σ2 , σ4 and β found in the
orbital set of N orbitals
σ2max = max(σ21 , σ22 , · · · , σ2N )
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(31)

σ4max = max(σ41 , σ42 , · · · , σ4N )

(32)

β max = max(β 1 , β 2 , · · · , β N )

(33)

To demonstrate that σ2max and σ4max may be used as good measures of set locality, consider
the ξ1SM (Boys) localized virtual orbitals for alanine(20) in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis. The
ξ1SM orbitals have σ2avg = 2.2 a.u. and σ4avg = 3.7 a.u. The σ2avg and σ4avg values are small,
indicating that the set is local. However, plotting the σ2 and σ4 values for all the 5689 virtual
orbitals in the set (Figure 8), it is seen that many of the orbitals have large σ2 and σ4 values.
The maximum values σ2max = 7.6 a.u. and σ4max = 9.4 a.u. are thus large compared to the
average values, and from Figure 8 we see that the orbital set contains many outliers.

Figure 8: The second and fourth moment orbital spreads (in a.u.) for all 5689 virtual
orbitals of alanine(20) in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis localized using the ξ1SM localization function.
σ2avg = 2.2 a.u., σ4avg = 3.7 a.u., σ2max = 7.6 a.u., and σ4max = 9.4 a.u.
If average and maximum orbital spread values are similar, the orbitals in the set have
approximately the same locality. To illustrate this, we consider the σ2 and σ4 values for
the virtual orbitals of alanine(20) localized using ξ2FM . The average values are σ2avg = 2.7
a.u. and σ4avg = 4.5 a.u., while the maximum values are σ2max = 4.1 a.u., and σ4max = 5.3
a.u. The locality of all orbitals are plotted in Figure 9. For orbital sets where there is little
difference between the average and maximum orbital spread values, the plot containing all
orbital spread values has a definite baseline, as seen in Figure 9. Contrary, if there is a
large difference between the average and maximum orbital spread values, there is no definite
baseline of locality, as seen in Figure 8.
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Figure 9: The second and fourth moment orbital spreads (in a.u.) for all 5689 virtual
orbitals of alanine(20) in a aug-cc-pVTZ basis localized using the ξ2FM localization function.
σ2avg = 2.7 a.u., σ4avg = 4.5 a.u., σ2max = 4.1 a.u., and σ4max = 5.3 a.u.

5

Constraints on the localizability of a set of molecular
orbitals

The Hartree–Fock optimization condition defines a physical separation of the orbital space
into an occupied and a virtual part. For the occupied orbital space, the localized orbitals
further have to generate the orbital invariant Hartree–Fock density matrix in eq (15). The
localizability of a set of occupied orbitals is therefore connected to the locality of the Hartree–
Fock density matrix and thus to the electronic structure of the molecular system. We denote
the locality limitation that is introduced by the Hartree–Fock optimization condition a physical limitation on the localizability. The localizability of the Hartree–Fock orbitals is also
limited by the requirement that the orbitals are orthogonal. This is a mathematical constraint which is imposed on the orbitals, that ultimately leads to orbital tails because the
orbitals have to have a complicated nodal structure to fulfill the orthogonality conditions.
In this section, we discuss the implications these restrictions have on the localizability of
the orbitals, following a discussion by Høyvik et al. 99 In particular, we review the discussion
whether it is the physical or the mathematical restriction that is the main source of the tails.
Further we look at how the locality of the electronic structure of a molecule, as measured by
the locality of the Hartree–Fock density matrix, affects the localizability.
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5.1

Orbital bases for separating the physical and mathematical constraints on locality

We now discuss how the localizability of a set of Hartree–Fock orbitals is affected by the
mathematical and the physical constraints. To separate the orbital orthogonality constraint
from the Hartree–Fock optimization condition, we will consider the localizability of three
orbital bases that all span the same orbital space but exhibit none, one, or both of these
constraints. 99 These bases are i) AOs {|µ } which constitue a basis that is non-orthogonal
and does not sataisfy an occupied-virtual partitioning of the orbital space, ii) AOs that are
orthogonalized and localized (LOAOs) {|µ̄L } and thus constitute a basis which is orthogonal and does not satisfy an occupied-virtual partitioning of the orbital space, iii) localized
Hartree–Fock orbitals (LMOs, {|p }={|i , |a }) that constitutes a basis which is orthogonal
and satisfies an occupied-virtual partitioning of the orbital space. We use indices i, j, · · ·
for occupied orbitals and indices a, b, · · · for virtual orbitals, whereas P, Q, · · · are general
indices which may denote Hartree–Fock orbitals, AOs, or LOAOs. Hence, we have three orbital bases ( {|µ }, |{µ̄L }, and {|p }) which represent three different scenarios with respect
to the optimization condition and the orthogonality constraint. The locality of these orbital
bases will be expressed in terms of σ2max , σ4max , and β max of eqs (31),(32), and (33).
To obtain more details on the locality of the orbitals, the orbital spread information will
be supplemented by information that describe how the density distributions, φP (r)φQ (r),
between orbitals φP (r) and φQ (r) decay as a function of the distance RPQ , where

RPQ = | φP |r|φP − φQ |r|φQ |

(34)

is the distance between the orbital centers. Since the overlap between two orthonormal
orbitals by constructon is 1 or 0 the overlap cannot be used to characterize the density distributions. However, the numerical overlap ΩP Q may be used as a measure of the magnitude
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of the density distribution
Z
ΩP Q =

|φP (r)||φQ (r)|dr

(35)

The numerical overlap ΩP Q will be plotted as a function of RP Q in terms of the largest ΩP Q
for a given distance. For simplicity we will only report plots that contain the maximum ΩP Q
for a given distance (denoted max(ΩP Q ) plots).

5.2

Numerical illustrations for separating the physical and mathematical effects

Following Høyvik et al. 99 we will now analyze the locality of the Hartree–Fock orbitals for
a diamond structure (C331 H216 ) and a graphene sheet (C106 H28 ). Diamond is an example
of a molecule that is an insulator and has a localized electronic structure while graphene
represents an example of a delocalized system. For diamond and graphene the effect of
the physical and mathematical constraint on the localizability is examined by reporting the
locality of the three bases (AOs, LOAOs and LMOs) in terms of maximum orbital spreads.
The calculations employ the cc-pVDZ basis for both diamond and graphene.
We first consider the different locality of the electronic structure of diamond and graphene
as expressed in terms of the locality of the density matrix in the AO basis (eq (15)). To
visualize the locality we have in Figure 10 plotted the distance decay of the density matrix
where the values reported in Figure 10 are the max|Dµν | as a function of the distance, Rµν ,
with spacings of 1.0 a.u., between the centers of the atomic orbitals |µ and |ν (eq (34)).
The decay of the density matrix reflects the local character of the electronic structure for
diamond with a monotonic decrease of the density matrix elements as the distance Rµν
increase. For graphene, the decrease of the density matrix elements for increasing Rµν is
slow beyond 5Å, in accordance with the non-local character of the electronic structure of
graphene.
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and with slightly smaller values for the LOAOs. For diamond the σ2max value is reduced by
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about one third for the LMOs occupied compared to the AOs, while for graphene σ2max is of
similar size for the occupied LMOs and the AOs. The large decrease of the σ2max value for
diamond may be attributed to the local character of the electronic structure of diamond.
Considering the tail behavior of the different orbital bases we see from Table 2 that the
AOs have β max value close to one, while the β max values for all other orbital bases are larger
than one. All orbital bases except the AOs therefore have a significant density distribution
in the tail region. From a conceptual point-of-view, this is easy to understand, since the
LOAOs and the LMOs are orbitals expanded in the basis of AOs, and therefore the LOAOs
and LMOs will contain contributions from AOs on different atomic centers. Contrary, the
AOs are gaussians centered on single atoms and thus have no tail since the gaussians have
no tails (see Table 1).
To get more insight into the bulk and tail behaviour of the different orbital bases we report
in Figure 11 for diamond (left) and graphene (right) max(ΩP Q ) plots for the AOs, LOAOs,
and LMOs. Looking at the numerical overlaps in Figure 11 we see in accordance with the
σ2max values of Table 2 that for small RP Q , the numerical overlap values for the LOAOs are
slightly below the numerical overlap values for the AOs. Further, for diamond, the occupied
LMOs for small RP Q have numerical overlap values that are below the values for the LOAOs.
For the occupied LMOs of graphene and the virtual LMOs for both diamond and graphene
the numerical overlap values are about superimposed on the ones for the LOAOs. Thus, it
is possible to obtain a locality of the molecular orbitals of diamond and graphene which is
similar to the LOAOs, despite the occupied-virtual partitioning of the space. Considering
the tail region, the numerical overlap values in Figure 11 confirm that the AOs have no tail
while for all the other bases we have a significant density distribution in the tail region.
We will now consider the effects of the orthogonalization and of the occupied-virtual
orbital space splitting separately, plotting in Figure 12 the distance dependence of the size
of Ωµ̄L ν̄ L relative to Ωµν (red curve), the size of Ωij relative to Ωµ̄L ν̄ L (green curve) and the
size of Ωab relative to Ωµ̄L ν̄ L (blue curve). The red curve explicitly describes the effect of
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the orthogonalization on the distance decay of density distributions, while the green and
eﬀect of requiring the optimization condition to be fulfilled. From
blue curves describes the effect

Figure 12 it is seen that the red curve is dominating beyond 6-7 Å for both diamond (left) and
graphene (right). Hence, already for rather small separations the orthogonalization eﬀect
effect is
seen to be strong and the distance decay of orbital density distributions for larger distances
are thus governed by the orthogonalization requirement and not by the physical separation
of the orbital space into an occupied and a virtual part.
Table 2: The σ2max (a.u.), σ4max (a.u.), and β max values for the AOs, LOAOs, LMOs, where
the LOAOs and LMOs have been localized using ξ⇠2FM .
σ2max
AOs
LOAOs
LMOs, occupied
LMOs, virtual

diamond
σ4max

2.9
2.4
1.8
2.8

3.1
3.4
2.5
4.0

β max
1.07
2.06
1.49
1.90

2.9
2.3
2.8
3.1

graphene
σ4max
3.1
3.3
4.1
3.9

βmax
1.07
2.07
1.92
2.02
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Ω
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6

Locality illustrations for single orbitals

In this section we examine characteristics of individual orbitals that are obtained by localizing
sets of orbitals using the localization functions of Section 3. For simplicity we will consider
arachidic acid (C20 O2 H40 ), a one-dimensional molecular system, displayed in Figure 13, with
the molecular axis in the z-direction and using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis.

Figure 13: The arachidic acid molecule
The locality of an individual orbital will be expressed in terms of second and fourth
moment orbital spreads and orbital density distributions along the z-axis (eq (9)). For
each localization function we will plot ωp (z) for both an occupied and an virtual orbital,
where these orbitals are chosen among the least local orbitals in the set. Further, for the
virtual orbitals we will also plot the corresponding normal distribution, N (z, [σ2p ]z ), since
the structure of ω(z) for the virtual orbitals is rather complex. The normal distributions
corresponding to the ωp (z) distributions are obtained from eq (4) using the z-component
[σ2p ]z of σ2p
[σ2p ]z =

6.1

p

hp|ẑ 2 |pi − hp|ẑ|pi2

(36)

Occupied orbitals

The orbital density distributions for occupied orbitals (among the least local) of ξPM , ξ1SM ,
ξ2SM and ξ2FM localized orbitals are denoted [ω(z)]PM , [ω(z)]SM1 , [ω(z)]SM2 and [ω(z)]FM2 ,
respectively. The distributions are plotted in Figure 14 on a regular scale (top) and a
log-scale (bottom). Figure 14 shows that ω(z) for the different localization schemes are
indistinguishable from each other, with a simple shape of the orbital density distributions
and a rapid distance decay. The reason for this similarity is the simple bonding structure
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of arachidic acid (see Figure 13). The scale on the z-axis in Figure 14 is the same as the
scale on the axis in Figure 4. Figure 14 shows that for ω(z) > 10−4 (see Figure 14, bottom)
the distribution only encompass five carbon centers (marked by the vertical gridlines) while
about twice this number is encompassed by the most diffuse p-function for a carbon in augcc-pVTZ (see Figure 4). However, the rapid decay behavior found for the occupied orbitals
in Figure 14 does not occur for occupied orbitals of molecules with a more complex bonding
structure for which the occupied orbitals display a less localized character (e.g., the graphene
sheet, see Figure 10 and the discussion in Section 5.2).
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Figure 14: [ω(z)]PM , [ω(z)]SM1 , [ω(z)]SM2 and [ω(z)]FM2 for occupied orbitals for arachidic
acid in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis, plotted on a regular scale (top) and a log-scale (bottom).
The vertical gridlines indicate positions the carbon atoms. The z-axis range is chosen to be
consistent with the range used in Figure 4.

6.2

Virtual orbitals

The density distributions [ω(z)]PM , [ω(z)]SM1 , [ω(z)]SM2 and [ω(z)]FM2 (following the notation
of Section 6.1) for the least local virtual orbitals are plotted in Figure 15 (top) on a regular
scale and Figure 16 (top) on a log-scale. For comparison, ω(z) has also been plotted for a
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projected atomic orbital (PAO), [ω(z)]PAO . The normal distributions (eq (4)) for the orbitals,
generated from the z-components of the second moment spreads, are plotted in Figures 15
and 16 (bottom). In Table 3 we have listed the second and fourth moment orbital spreads for
the plotted orbitals, together with the z-component of their second moment orbital spreads,
[σ2 ]z .

[ω(z)]PAO
[ω(z)]PM
[ω(z)]SM1
[ω(z)]SM2
[ω(z)]FM2

0.4

ω(z)

0.3

0.2

0.1

[σ2]z = 4.5 a.u.
[σ2]z = 6.4 a.u.
[σ2]z = 4.0 a.u.
[σ2]z = 1.9 a.u.
[σ2]z = 1.5 a.u.

0.4

N(z,[σ2]z)

0.3

0.2

0.1

-14.1

-9.4

-4.7

0.0
Internuclear axis (a.u.)

4.7

9.4

14.1

Figure 15: Top: [ω(z)]PM , [ω(z)]SM1 , [ω(z)]SM2 , [ω(z)]FM2 and [ω(z)]PAO for the virtual
orbitals of arachidic acid in the aug-cc-pVTZ basis. Bottom: normal distributions generated
using [σ2 ]z of the orbitals plotted in the upper plot. The gridlines indicate nuclear positions
for the carbon atoms. The z-axis range is chosen to be consistent with the range used in
Figure 4
From Figure 15, we see that the structure of ω(z) depends strongly on which localization
function is used to generate the orbital. [ω(z)]PM and [ω(z)]PAO are split into two peaks of
approximately equal height, while [ω(z)]SM1 , [ω(z)]SM2 and [ω(z)]FM2 display a single peak.
[ω(z)]PAO describe a p atomic orbital where the occupied orbital space component is projected
out. The splitting of [ω(z)]PAO into two peaks reflects that the p-character of the atomic
orbital is preserved after the occupied space is projected out. The Pipek-Mezey localization
function preserves the σ − π separation of the orbitals, 15,135 and the least local virtual orbital
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therefore also has preserved its p-character during the Pipek-Mezey localization and the
orbital therefore is split into two peaks. For [ω(z)]SM1 , [ω(z)]SM2 and [ω(z)]FM2 there is an
extensive mixing between the orbitals, resulting in orbital distribution functions that are
more local and dominated by a singe pleak.
From Figure 15 we also see that even for a simple linear system like arachidic acid, there
are large differences in the bulk and tail locality of the virtual orbitals. As expected from
the structure of the localization functions, the most acute peak is obtained for [ω(z)]FM2 .
The width of [ω(z)]SM2 is similar to that of [ω(z)]FM2 in Figure 15, however, the log-scale
plot in Figure 16 reveals a faster tail decay for [ω(z)]FM2 . The [ω(z)]SM1 orbital is dominated
by a single peak that has large shoulders (see Figure 15, top) resulting in a quite broad
distribution compared to distributions for [ω(z)]SM2 and [ω(z)]FM2 . A large shoulder as seen
for [ω(z)]SM1 does not occur for [ω(z)]SM2 and [ω(z)]FM2 since the localization functions ξ2SM
and ξ2FM contains a power 2 on the central moments and therefore introduce a penalty for
having a distribution with a density located away from the orbital center.
Considering tail decays, the localized virtual orbitals [ω(z)]SM1 , [ω(z)]SM2 and [ω(z)]FM2
have tails to an extent that depend on the weights of the density distributions in the localization functions used to generate the orbitals. [ω(z)]PM and [ω(z)]PAO show slow tail decays
which are seen also in Figure 15, (top). The locality of the virtual orbitals thus depends
strongly on which localization function is used.
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[ω(z)]PAO
[ω(z)]PM
[ω(z)]SM1
[ω(z)]SM2
[ω(z)]FM2

ω(z)

1e-1

1e-2

1e-3

1e-4
[σ2]z = 4.5 a.u.
[σ2]z = 6.4 a.u.
[σ2]z = 4.0 a.u.
[σ2]z = 1.9 a.u.
[σ2]z = 1.5 a.u.

N(z,[σ2]z)

1e-1

1e-2

1e-3

1e-4
-14.1

-9.4

-4.7

0.0
Internuclear axis (a.u.)

4.7

9.4

14.1

Figure 16: The distributions (top) and normal distributions (bottom) from Figure 15 plotted
on a log-scale.
Table 3: The σ2 , σ4 and [σ2 ]z for the virtual orbitals and the PAO plotted in Figures 15 and
16.
Scheme
PAO
ξPM
ξ1SM
ξ2SM
ξ2FM

7

σ2 (a.u.)
6.4
10.0
6.8
4.2
3.6

σ4 (a.u.)
6.9
12.0
8.7
6.1
5.1

[σ2 ]z (a.u.)
4.5
6.4
4.0
1.9
1.5

The locality of a set of orbitals

In this section we consider the locality of sets of occupied and virtual orbitals localized using
the localization functions in Section 3. The locality measures introduced in Section 2 are
used to quantify the locality. We report calculations on arachidic acid (aa, see Section 6),
the I27SS domain (C124 N7 O37 S3 H192 ) of the titin protein (referred to as titin, for simplicity),
alanine(20) (see Section 4), insulin (C257 N65 O77 H−
382 ), and a graphene sheet (C106 H28 ). The
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basis sets used are Dunning’s correlation consistent basis sets cc-pVXZ for cardinal numbers
X=D,T,Q and Dunning’s augmented correlation consistent basis sets aug-cc-pVXZ, X=D,T.
For calculations using aug-cc-pVXZ, the cc-pVXZ basis was used for the hydrogen atoms to
avoid linear dependencies. In Section 7.1 we will discuss the locality of the set of occupied
orbitals, while the locality of the sets of virtual orbitals are discussed in Section 7.2 for
non-augmented basis sets, and in Section 7.3 for augmented basis sets.

7.1

Locality of the occupied orbitals

For the molecules and basis sets described above we report in Table 4 the locality of the ξPM ,
ξ1SM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM , and ξ2FM localized occupied orbitals in terms of σ2max and σ4max values.
Table 4: σ2max and σ4max values (in a.u.) for sets of occupied orbitals for different combinations
of molecules and basis sets.
ξPM
max
σ4max
σ2
aa/cc-pVDZ
1.8
2.2
aa/cc-pVTZ
1.8
2.2
aa/cc-pVQZ
1.8
2.2
aa/aug-cc-pVDZ
1.8
2.2
aa/aug-cc-pVTZ
1.8
2.2
titin/cc-pVDZ
2.8
3.4
titin/cc-pVTZ
2.9
3.4
titin/aug-cc-pVDZ
2.9
3.5
ala(20)/cc-pVTZ
1.9
2.4
ala(20)/aug-cc-pVTZ 1.9
2.4
insulin/cc-pVDZ
2.8
3.3
graphene/cc-pVDZ
3.8
7.3

ξ1SM
σ2max σ4max
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
2.2
3.0
2.3
3.0
2.3
3.1
1.7
2.3
1.7
2.3
2.2
2.9
3.4
5.6

ξ2SM
σ2max σ4max
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
2.2
2.9
2.2
3.0
2.2
3.0
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
2.1
2.8
2.5
5.0

ξ2FM
σ2max σ4max
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
2.2
2.9
2.2
2.9
2.2
2.9
1.6
2.2
1.6
2.2
2.2
2.8
2.6
4.2

With the exception of graphene, which has a delocalized electronic structure (see Figure
10), the locality of the occupied orbitals produced by the different localization schemes are
similar. The locality is the same whether augmented or non-augmented basis sets are used.
In particular, the maximum orbital spread values are nearly identical for orbitals produced
by the ξ1SM , ξ2SM and ξ2FM localization functions, while the values are slightly larger for the
ξPM localized occupied orbitals. The σ2max values in Table 4 are smaller than the σ2max for the
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atomic basis sets in Table 1. All localization functions are thus capable of producing a set of
local occupied orbitals with a more confined bulk than the AOs. However, the σ4max show that
the localized occupied orbitals have larger tails than the AOs. For graphene, the σ2max values
ranges from 3.8 a.u. (for ξPM ) to 2.5 a.u. (for ξ2SM ), while the σ4max ranges from 7.3 a.u. to 4.2
a.u. for ξPM and ξ2FM , respectively. A pictorial representation of the large difference between
the maximum orbital spread values for a ξPM and a ξ2FM localization is given in Figure 17,
where the least local orbitals for ξPM and ξ2FM (as measured by σ4 ) have been plotted. Figure
17 shows that the orbital density for the ξPM orbital stretches across many more atomic
centers than does the ξ2FM orbital density. ξPM is thus not capable of producing a set of local
occupied orbitals for a system with a delocalized electronic structure. Contrary, σ2max of 2.6
a.u. for the ξ2FM localized orbitals for graphene is in the same range as σ2max values for the
systems with a localized electronic showing that ξ2FM is capable of localizing the occupied
orbitals also for systems with a non-local electronic structure. However, the σ4max values
indicates that the tails are thicker than for systems with a local electronic structure.
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Figure 17: The least local occupied ξPM (top) and ξ2FM (bottom) orbital plotted on contour=0.03 (left) and contour=0.003 (right).
Let us now consider not only the locality of the least local orbital, but of all the occupied
orbitals in the set and use titin in the aug-cc-pVDZ basis as an example. The average
locality of the localized occupied orbitals, σ2avg and σ4avg , are tabulated in Table 5. The
maximum values are quite similar to the average values, and the largest deviation from the
average values are found for the Pipek–Mezey orbitals where σ2max − σ2avg = 1.4 a.u. and
σ4max − σ4avg = 1.4 a.u.
Table 5: σ2avg and σ4avg for occupied orbital sets obtained using ξPM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM and ξ2FM for
titin in the aug-cc-pVDZ basis set.
ξPM
ξ1SM
ξ2SM
ξ2FM

σ2avg (a.u.)
1.6
1.5
1.5
1.5
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σ4avg (a.u.)
2.1
2.1
2.1
2.1

In Figure 18 we have plotted the σ2 and the σ4 values for all occupied orbitals. The
plots show a distinguishable base line for the initial 212 orbitals which are the core orbitals.
After orbital 212 the valence orbitals are plotted. The plot shows that several orbitals
have σ2 and σ4 values close to σ2max and σ4max , and the values for those outliers are slightly
larger for ξPM than for the other orbital sets. The outliers in Figure 18 represent orbitals
for isolated conjugated subgroups in the titin molecule, which have a reduced flexibility for
being localized as the orbitals have to describe the electron density. The exact same base
lines and outliers seen in Figure 18 are also found for titin in a cc-pVDZ basis (not shown
here), further emphasizing that the outliers in Figure 18 are manifestations of the physics of
the system rather than an effect of the diffuse functions in the aug-cc-pVDZ basis.

Figure 18: The σ2 and σ4 values for all 766 occupied orbitals of titin in aug-cc-pVDZ,
localized using ξPM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM and ξ2FM .

7.2

Localizing the virtual orbitals for non-augmented basis set

In Table 6 virtual orbital locality results, corresponding to the occupied orbital results in
Table 4, are given. As seen from Table 6, the variations among the σ2max and σ4max values
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for the different localization schemes are larger for the virtual orbitals than for the occupied
orbitals. Considering arachidic acid in the cc-pVQZ basis, we see that the difference between
the smallest σ2max (for ξ2FM ) and the largest σ2max (for ξPM ) is 2.9 a.u., while the difference in
σ4max values for ξ2FM and ξPM is 3.5 a.u. Due to the large variations in locality for the virtual
orbitals, we will study the locality of the whole set of virtual orbitals in more detail and
choose titin in the cc-pVTZ basis as an example.
Table 6: σ2max and σ4max values (in a.u.) for the virtual orbitals for different combinations of
molecules and basis sets.
ξPM
max
σ2
σ4max
aa/cc-pVDZ
3.3
4.5
aa/cc-pVTZ
4.3
5.5
aa/cc-pVQZ
5.1
6.5
aa/aug-cc-pVDZ
8.7 13.5
aa/aug-cc-pVTZ
10.4 14.6
titin/cc-pVDZ
3.7
4.9
titin/cc-pVTZ
4.4
5.5
titin/aug-cc-pVDZ
10.0 12.1
ala(20)/cc-pVTZ
4.2
5.4
ala(20)/aug-cc-pVTZ 9.8 11.5
insulin/cc-pVDZ
4.2
5.6
graphene/cc-pVDZ
4.6
6.9

ξ1SM
σ2max σ4max
3.2
4.0
3.6
4.6
3.9
5.4
7.7 10.5
7.2 10.3
3.5
4.3
3.9
5.2
8.6 10.6
3.7
4.9
7.6
9.4
2.6
4.5
3.1
4.7

ξ2SM
σ2max σ4max
2.4
3.5
2.4
3.7
2.5
3.7
4.5
6.6
4.7
6.4
2.7
3.6
2.8
3.8
4.7
6.9
2.4
3.6
4.6
7.0
2.7
3.8
2.7
4.4

ξ2FM
σ2max σ4max
2.3
3.0
2.2
3.0
2.2
3.0
3.9
5.6
3.7
5.2
2.5
3.2
2.5
3.2
4.2
5.5
2.2
2.9
4.1
5.3
2.5
3.3
2.6
3.7

PAO
σ4max
3.1
3.8
3.5
3.8
3.8
4.1
6.3
6.8
6.8
7.3
4.7
5.6
3.7
4.5
6.2
6.7
3.5
3.8
6.5
7.0
5.0
6.1
6.0 10.3

σ2max

The average values for the virtual orbital sets obtained using ξPM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM , and ξ2FM
are displayed in Table 7. Comparing the maximum values (Table 6) and the average values
(Table 7), we see that the maximum values for the ξPM and ξ1SM sets are roughly twice the size
of the average values, indicating the presence of outliers. In contrast, for ξ2SM and ξ2FM the
maximum and average values are more similar showing no significant outliers. To illustrate
the difference in orbital locality for the different localization functions, the σ2 and σ4 values
for all orbitals have been plotted in Figure 19. The ξPM and ξ1SM localized virtual orbitals
have no baseline while in particular the ξ2FM localized virtual orbitals have a definite baseline
that is as pronounced as the baseline for the occupied orbitals in Figure 18.
To illustrate the difference in locality for the different localization functions, the orbitals
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which have the σ4max values are visualized in Figure 20. As seen from Figure 20 the bulk
locality of the least local ξPM and ξ1SM orbitals are quite similar (as reflected by their σ2
values), and slightly bigger than the bulk of the ξ2SM and ξ2FM orbitals. The tail spread values
(β = 1.4 for ξPM , ξ1SM and ξ2SM and β = 1.3 for ξ2FM ), for all four orbitals are similar. Hence,
the spatial extent of the orbitals relative to each other is dictated by the magnitude of σ2 .

Figure 19: The σ2 and σ4 values for all 7934 virtual orbitals of titin in cc-pVTZ, localized
using ξPM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM , and ξ2FM .
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Figure 20: The least local (in terms of σ4 ) virtual orbitals for titin using cc-pVTZ for A)
ξPM , B) ξ1SM , C) ξ2SM , and D) ξ2FM plotted on contour=0.01 (left) and contour=0.001 (right).
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Table 7: σ2avg and σ4avg for virtual orbital sets obtained using ξPM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM and ξ2FM for titin
in the cc-pVTZ basis. For comparison, the σ2max and σ4max values are listed in parantheses.
ξPM
ξ1SM
ξ2SM
ξ2FM

σ2avg (σ2max ), a.u.
2.0 (4.4)
1.6 (3.9)
1.7 (2.8)
1.8 (2.5)

σ4avg (σ4max ), a.u.
2.6 (5.5)
2.5 (5.2)
2.8 (3.8)
2.8 (3.2)

Summarizing, we find that virtual orbitals of good locality can be obtained by using the
more recent localization functions, ξ2SM and ξ2FM . The spatial extent of the ξ2SM and ξ2FM
localized virtual orbitals is a little larger than for the occupied orbitals. However, the bulk
extent for the virtual orbitals is still smaller than for the AOs. The tails of the localized
orbitals are thicker for the virtual orbitals than for the occupied orbitals. Further, the
locality of the virtual orbitals does not depend on whether the molecular system has a local
or a non-local electronic structure for the ξ2SM and ξ2FM localized orbitals. For PAOs the
maximum orbital spread values are in the same range as for the ξ1SM localized orbitals. An
improvement in bulk locality can therefore be obtained for the set of virtual orbitals if ξ2SM
and ξ2FM localized orbitals are used.

7.3

Local virtual orbitals from basis sets augmented with diffuse
functions

Table 6 also contains σ2max and σ4max values for the localized virtual orbitals using the aug-ccpVXZ (X=D,T) basis sets. The results for the augmented basis sets will now be discussed.
The σ2max and σ4max are larger for augmented basis sets than for the non-augmented basis
sets. Further, the difference in locality for the localization functions is more pronounced
for augmented than for non-augmented basis sets. For example, the largest difference of
σ2max values found in Table 6 is 5.8 a.u. (ξPM and ξ2FM , titin, aug-cc-pVDZ), and the largest
difference of σ4max values is 7.4 a.u. (ξPM and ξ2FM , arachidic acid, aug-cc-pVTZ). As is
seen from Table 6 the ξPM and ξ1SM localization functions yield large σ2max and σ4max values
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compared to the extent of atomic basis functions (see Section 2.4), and the ξPM and ξ1SM
orbitals can only be considered to be semi-local. The term semi-local is used since they are
still much more local than CMOs.
We will use titin in the aug-cc-pVDZ basis to illustrate the locality of virtual orbitals we
can obtain for augmented basis sets. The σ2 and σ4 values for all virtual orbitals of titin
in the aug-cc-pVDZ basis are plotted in Figure 21 (note the different scale on the y-axis
compared to Figure 19). Figure 21 shows that the ξPM and ξ1SM orbital sets contain so many
outliers that the plots contain no apparent base line for neither σ2 norσ4 . For the ξ2SM and
ξ2FM sets the orbitals display similar locality, and there are no outliers.
To illustrate the difference in locality for the localization functions, the least local orbitals
(in terms of σ4max ) are visualized in Figure 22. From Figure 22 it is clear that the ξPM and
ξ1SM orbitals show poor spatial localization. The least local ξ2SM and ξ2FM orbitals have similar
σ2 values (4.2 a.u. and 4.1 a.u., respectively), while their tail spread values are different (1.6
and 1.3, respectively). As the tail spreads indicate, the least local ξ2SM orbital has a slower
tail decay than the least local ξ2FM orbital. This is easily seen from the plots of the orbitals
using contour = 0.001 (Figure 22, right, (C) and (D)). The orbitals are however, not as local
as the orbitals for the non-augmented basis (Figure 20, (C) and (D)). The σ2max and σ4max
values are found to be about two atomic units larger than the values for the non-augmented
basis set. Note that the difference in σ2max values for the augmented and non-augented AOs
in Table 1 is also about two atomic units.
Summarizing we find that for Dunning’s basis sets augmented with diffuse functions,
only ξ2SM and ξ2FM can give a set of local virtual orbitals. Further, the improvement that is
obtained using ξ2FM compared to ξ2SM is larger than for the non-augmented basis sets.
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Figure 21: The σ2 and σ4 values for all 4806 virtual orbitals of titin in aug-cc-pVDZ,
localized using ξPM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM and ξ2FM .
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Figure 22: The least local (in terms of σ4 ) virtual orbitals for titin using aug-cc-pVDZ for A)
ξPM , B) ξ1SM , C) ξ2SM and D) ξ2FM plotted on contour=0.01 (left) and contour=0.001 (right).

8

Exploring orbital locality for local correlation methods

In local correlation methods, electron correlation may be described efficiently by expressing
the calculations in a local Hartree–Fock basis. In a local Hartree–Fock basis the Fock matrix
elements and the integrals are local, and this locality is transferred to the wave function
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amplitudes when the amplitude equations are solved. It is ultimately the locality of these
three quantities that makes it possible to explore the local nature of electron correlation
and to obtain computationally efficient expressions for the determination of correlated wave
functions for large molecular systems.
The locality of the integrals and the Fock matrix elements in the MO basis is connected
to the locality of the MO charge density distributions that enter these matrix elements. The
locality of the occupied-virtual charge density distribution (particle-hole excitations) is also
important for an efficient determination of the solution to the Time Dependent Hartree–Fock
(TDHF) and Time Dependent Density Functional Theory (TDDFT) eigenvalue equations
as discussed by Wu et al. 37 We will therefore examine the locality of the charge density
distributions for localized Hartree–Fock orbitals. We use numerical overlaps ΩP Q (see Section
5.1) as a measure of the magnitude of the charge density distributions and display the locality
of charge density distributions in terms of max(ΩP Q ) plots.
For the alanine(20) calculation in the cc-pVTZ basis of Section 4, we have in Figure
23, with a spacing of 1 a.u., made distance decay plots for Ωij (occupied-occupied), Ωia
(occupied-virtual) and Ωab (virtual-virtual) for ξ2FM localized orbitals. The decay of the
density distributions is monotonic and similar for the three distributions, with the fastest
distance decay for the occupied-occupied distributions while the slowest is for the virtualvirtual distributions. The distance decay reflects that the orbital spread values for the
occupied orbitals (σ2max =1.6 a.u.) is smaller than the orbital spread for the virtual orbitals
(σ2max =2.2 a.u.).
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Figure 23: The maximum charge distribution for a given distance of occupied-occupied,
occupied-virtual and virtual-virtual orbitals for alanine(20) (cc-pVTZ basis) plotted for the
orbital set localized using ξ2FM .
The difference in orbital spreads for the ξ2FM localized occupied and virtual orbitals is
small compared to the difference that is obtained for the other localization functions, in
particular for ξ1SM and ξPM . To illustrate the effect this has on the distance decay of density
distributions we report for ξPM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM and ξ2FM density distribution plots for Ωij (Figure
24), Ωia (Figure 25) and Ωab (Figure 26). For the occupied orbitals the orbital spreads are
nearly identical for all localization functions (σ2max is (1.9, 1.7, 1.6, 1.6) a.u. for (ξPM , ξ1SM ,
ξ2SM , ξ2FM ), see Table 4) and consequently the distributions in Figure 24 nearly coincide. For
the virtual orbitals, the orbital spreads differ more ((σ2max is (3.5, 4.2, 3.7, 2.4, 2.2) a.u. for
(PAOs, ξPM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM , ξ2FM ), see Table 6) and this is reflected in the plots for Ωia and Ωab
(Figures 25 and 26). The distance decay for Ωab is fastest for ξ2FM localized orbitals and
slowest for ξ1SM and ξPM localized orbitals. For the Ωab distribution plot, the distance decay
for ξ2SM is between the ones for ξ2FM and the ξ1SM and ξPM localized orbitals. For distances
larger than approximately 8 a.u. the maximum numerical overlap values is about an order of
magnitude smaller for the ξ2FM localized orbitals than for the ξ1SM and ξPM localized orbitals.
The distance decay for the PAOs is similar to the ones for ξPM and ξ1SM up to 7 a.u., but
thereafter the decay is more rapid and ends up between the ξ2SM and ξ2FM localized orbitals.
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Summarizing we find a close connection between the size of the maximum orbital spreads
and the distance decay of the density distributions (numerical overlaps). This connection
results in a faster distance decay of the virtual-virtual density distributions for ξ2FM localized orbitals than for the orbitals that are localized using the other localization functions,
while the occupied-occupied density distribution decays are essentially the same for orbitals
generated by the different localization functions.

Figure 24: max(Ωij ) plotted for orbital sets of alanine(20) (cc-pVTZ basis) localized using
the localization functions ξPM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM , and ξ2FM .
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Figure 25: max(Ωia ) plotted for orbital sets of alanine(20) (cc-pVTZ basis) localized using
the localization functions ξPM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM , and ξ2FM .

Figure 26: max(Ωab ) plotted for orbital sets of alanine(20) (cc-pVTZ basis) localized using
the localization functions ξPM , ξ1SM , ξ2SM , and ξ2FM . For comparison we have also plotted the
charge distribution decay for the PAOs.
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Concluding remarks

The spatial localization of occupied and virtual Hartree–Fock orbitals has been the subject
of many investigations for several decades, due to their conceptual and computational im52

portance in electronic structure theory. In this review we have presented an overview of
the developments with respect to the characterization and generation of spatially localized
orthogonal Hartree–Fock orbitals. In particular, the developments have been seen in the
context of the recent advances that has been made in optimization of orbital localization
functions. In order to carry out a detailed analysis of the spatial locality of local orbitals
generated using traditional and more modern localization functions, we have provided an
in-depth analysis on the characterization of locality based on measures which relate both the
orbital bulk and the orbital tail behaviour. The discussion of locality is made more lucid by
the use of a reference locality, the atomic orbitals, and complemented by considerations on
the localizability of the orbitals. Regarding the localizability of the orbitals, the review has
also emphasized that the failure to generate local orbitals for electronically non-local systems
has been due to inadequacies in the used localization schemes, rather than to the inherent
non-local electronic structure of the molecular system. The developments summarized in
the present review show that occupied and virtual Hartree–Fock orbitals of good locality
can be generated for both electronically local and non-local molecular systems and when
using diffuse basis functions. For localization beyond the localization of occupied orbitals of
electronically local systems, localization functions will yield orbitals of varying locality and
the recently introduced localization functions are seen to be superior to the traditional ones.
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